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Abstract 
This document discusses the use of Cost Based Structures (Cost Codes) in Oracle Projects.   
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 Executive Summary 
 
 
 
 
Oracle provides a Cost Based Structure within Oracle Projects. This functionality provides the ability to track Cost Codes on a project. The 

primary benefit is the flexibility of using other elements other than the task to capture information on a transaction. This can reduce the amount 

of tasks required and can provide more detailed information on a transaction. Many project related companies will recognize a benefit from 

using this functionality  
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Introduction 
 
Overview 
 
In Oracle Projects 12.2 Oracle provides a Cost Based Structure within Oracle Projects. This functionality provides the ability to track Cost Codes 
on a project. Cost Codes are another element to capture costs as well as to be used for planning and reporting.  
 
One benefit of using the cost code functionality is the ability to reduce the amount of tasks in a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). Organizations 
can track very detailed activity with the use of Cost Codes without having to increase the amount of tasks in a WBS.  
 
Example: One company that uses this feature has a business requirement to track and report project activities in short durations, for instance 2 
hours or less. It would be too cumbersome to create a task on the project for such short durations. A very detailed listing of Cost Codes was 
created and those cost codes were used to track time and other non-labor costs.  
 
This feature uses a combination of configuration steps in Oracle Project Costing and Oracle Project Management. 
 
Problem Statement 
 
Many Oracle Projects clients have very large Work Breakdown Structures (WBS) due to the nature of their business. For example, it is very 
common for Engineering and Construction companies to have WBS structures with more than a thousand tasks. Large task structures can cause 
navigation and processing challenges. These large projects are not limited to just E&C companies as Oil and Gas, Utilities, Mining and many other 
industries have similar size projects.   
 
Many project related companies also have the need to track different information on their transactions. Many have used Descriptive Flexfields 
(DFFs) and other methods to capture more detailed information.  
 
Possible Solution 
 
The use of Cost Codes provides another element within the project and task structure to capture transactional and budgeting information 
without the need to increase the amount of tasks. This information can be used to provide more detailed information for decision makers. Cost 
Codes also provide a more flexible method of capturing data allowing for more creative ways of designing a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).  
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Using Cost Codes 
 
The following screen shots will display an example of how Cost Codes can be used in Oracle Projects. Please see the document Configuring Cost 
Codes in Oracle Projects for the configuration steps.  
 
Adding Cost Codes to Tasks 
 
The Cost Codes are assigned to Tasks under the Setup Tab in Oracle Project Management. These are selected by choosing the Add Cost Code 
button and adding values which were previously created in the Cost Code list of values.  
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Transaction Entry 
 
Once added to a task the cost code is available for entry. Although in the expenditure entry screens the task and cost code are combined in the 
list of values, the cost code is stored as a separate field.  
 
In the example below the task is the first 3 characters and the cost code is the remaining values. The task and the cost code are separated by a 
dash (-). 
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A task may have multiple Cost Codes assigned to it and a Cost Code can be assigned to multiple tasks. A Cost Code may be used across projects 
or unique Cost Breakdown Structures (CBS’s) can be configured which would result in CBS’s unique to different types of projects. For instance, 
an Electrical Engineering project may have a different CBS than a Civil Engineering project.   
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Expenditure Inquiry 
 
The cost codes are displayed in the Expenditure Inquiry screen. The Cost Code is populated and stored in a different field from the Task.  
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Cost Codes can be queried from Expenditure Inquiry allowing a user to query on a particular Cost Code entered throughout a project.  
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Transferring  
 
Transferring is allowed from one Task/Cost Code combination to another.  
 

 
 
The results of the transfer are updated on the project(s).  
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Resource Breakdown Structure (RBS) 
 
The Resource Breakdown Structure (RBS) can be used to create a hierarchy of Cost Codes for rollup reporting. This step is not required if a 
hierarchical rollup is not needed.  
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Budgeting / Financials Plans 
 
When Cost Based Structure (Cost Codes) is enabled then budgets must be entered in Oracle Project Management’s (PM) Financial Plans. Also, 
the budget must be at the Top Task or Lowest Task level. When budgeting is performed in PM the Cost Code is available to be entered but is not 
required.  
 
Please Note: The following steps demonstrate how to budget by Cost Code, however budgeting by Cost Code is not required even if the Cost Code 
feature is used.  
 
The following screen shot displays a budget amount that is entered without a Cost Code. The budget amount is entered against a task.  
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To budget by Cost Code the user adds the Cost Code through the Financial Resources.  

Select the Task which requires the Cost Code to be budgeted.  
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Choose the Resource Class of Financial Elements.  
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Select the Cost Code to be budgeted.  
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The Cost Codes that were selected are assigned to the budget.  
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Cost Codes are available for budget amounts. 
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The user can now enter the budget amounts against the Task/Cost Code combination.  
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Considerations 
 
The following are some items to consider when deciding on the use of a Cost Breakdown Structure in Oracle Projects. When a Cost Breakdown 
Structure is enabled then: 
 

- Program functionality is not allowed in Oracle Project Management (for projects using a Cost Breakdown Structure) 
- Budgeting can only be performed in Oracle Project Management (Financial Plans) 
- All tasks on a project must use Cost Codes when the CBS is enabled 

o Solution: Use a default Cost Code for tasks that do not need a Cost Code 
 

Other considerations include: 
- There is no transaction start or end date on Cost Codes 

o Solution: Transaction Control extension can be used to control charging outside of the transaction dates by using the Start and 
End Date on the Cost Code Lookup  

- There is no out of the box load for the Cost Codes  
o Solution: A solution has been developed to import Cost Codes and assign the Cost Codes to Tasks. Please email 

info@quantasconsulting.com for more information.  
 

Conclusion 
 
The Cost Code feature provides more flexibility when creating a Project Work Breakdown Structure. Companies are provided out of the box 
elements to capture more detailed Project and Task information on transactions.  
 

Contact 
 
Contact Andy Fry at afry@quantasconsulting.com if you have any questions on this or any other feature in Oracle Projects.  
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